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Forests in Germany
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Until the 18th century large forest areas in Germany had
been devastated. The state rehabilitated the forests mainly

with conifer plantations.

In  the 19th century the concept of CNF
“close-to nature forest management” was developed, which 

is implemented in most forests in Germany now
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Large spruce monocultures close to Munich, established in 1840, had to be clearcut after insect damages in 1920. Due 
to the climatic conditions (i.e. frost), competing vegetation and deer browsing spruce monocultures developed again.



Storm damages in German forests between 1980 and 2007, 
more than 90 % occured in pure conifer forests !

1990: 73 Mio m³, 1999: 33,9 Mio m³, 2007: 37 Mio m³



Forest Management Map 1:5000  of
former pure spruce area after 40 years
of conversion of monocultures:

Dark-green and dark-blue areas are
broadleaf-dominated young stands

Exemplary stand description and 
planning sheet:
• With target species mix (BZ)
• Regeneration  target by species in % 

(VZ)
• Cutting intensity by volume for 2 

decades

Forest Management Plan 
for communal forests

Sustainable forest practices:  Forest Management Plan 
for 20 years for stand treatment



Sustainable forest practices:  Selection management 



Wilhelm_Soforthilfe , Stand 12.11.2008

CLIMATE CHANGE RISK MAP:  SPRUCE, YEAR 2100

Risks for growing
spruce in the year
2100:
• Very low
• Low
• Noticable
• Medium
• Considerably high
• High
• Very high



Sustainable forest practices, climate change and 
other forest functions like water protection

• Waterharvesting by thinning of monocultures could be achieved in young 
planted forests in the Miyun watershed 



Sustainable forest practices and climate change in the EU

• Close-to-nature silviculture is  widely  recognized  to  be  more effective  in  
adapting  forests  to  climate  change. It promotes the use of natural and/or 
site-adapted tree species in mixed forests, aims to diversify the vertical and 
horizontal stand structures, promotes natural regeneration and avoids large 
clear cuts.

• Even-aged silviculture can also be practiced sustainably: In boreal regions 
with large forest areas that will naturally regenerate and often are affected by 
forest fire and pest outbreaks as part of their regeneration cycle, even-aged 
management is considered close-to-nature. 

• Plantation forests have a low resilience to disturbances, but due to short 
rotations, they offer more frequent options to adapt the tree species 
selection to the changing climate
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